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This manual is to be carried at all times. The SL-800 R.P.A.S is to be operated in compliance with the information and
specifications contained in this manual as well as local laws and regulations in the operating location.
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Introduction
The following procedures are intended to promote safe, efficient, and lawful operation of Innoflight
International Pty Ltd Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and should be observed by all
personnel. All personnel are reminded of their obligation to comply with the respective laws and
regulations within the country you are operating the Innoflight International Pty Ltd RPAS, and any
aeronautical information and notices published by their respective governing agencies. Safety, above
all else, is the primary concern in each mission, regardless of the nature of the task. Nothing in this
manual takes precedence over a national aviation authority rule or permits unsafe operation.
The Scan Lift 800 (SL-800) aircraft has been designed to comply with FAA Part 107 regulations, however
it is your responsibility to ensure that the SL-800 complies with the regulation of the country you will
operate in. Any waivers or certification outside of the regulations for the country you operate in is the
responsibility of the customer or company who will be piloting the RPAS.
The SL-800 is an electric propulsion multirotor RPAS and should always be operated in a safe manner
and in suitable environments. The SL-800 is a heavy lift platform that can carry large sensors for long
distance/durations.
The main power plant for the SL-800 is two six cell, twenty-five-volt (25v) lithium polymer batteries
which accumulate to a fifty-volt (50v) battery. It is up to the end user to ensure the batteries are oncondition and fully charged for each flight. The SL-800 has an optional petrol hybrid power source
attachment to increase flight durations. If the hybrid power source is installed the SL-800 remains
powered by a hybrid of two smaller six cell, twenty-five-volt (25v) lithium polymer batteries as well as
a two-stroke internal combustion generator carrying approximately 3.5lt of petroleum fuel with a
mixture of synthetic oil at a ratio of 50:1.
The SL-800 features an optional recovery parachute system. In the event of a flight condition outside
set parameters the parachute will automatically deploy. The parachute system is not a guarantee for
a safe recovery, it is there to provide an additional safety measure in the unlikely event of an incident
to reduce the risk of damage to people and property. The parachute is manufactured by SKYCATand
any fault of the parachute system or resulting damage to the SL-800 or payload is the responsibility of
SKYCAT.
A ground control station (GCS) is used to operate the SL-800, this is an intuitive control system with a
long-range communication link for simple and safe operation. The GCS and SL-800 Radio modem (RF
Link) is designed for long-range operating and is FCC approved to be compliant with FAA standards
(FCC ID: NS913P900). If you do not operate under the FAA standards it is your responsibility to ensure
that the standards for the country that you do operate in are satisfied.
This manual does not cover payload systems or operation; these will be provided to each user as part
of the payload integration package. The SL-800 can carry many different payloads/sensors; each one
requires unique operating procedures. Innoflight is not responsible for any payloads or damages to
payloads attached to the SL-800 regardless of fault.
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Limited Warranty/ Conditions of use
Warranty Documents/ Conditions of use can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NFwTH8R_1PabSnZvKBVp1SR4UmtgAbTj?usp=sharing
Every Innoflight Technology RPAS is built with extreme care and has completed thorough flight testing prior to delivery. The
Innoflight Technology series of unmanned aircraft utilisers many third-party manufactured electronics and components. All
items used to build these systems are selected with the best of intention following thorough research and development
testing by Innoflight International Pty Ltd. Any defects of third-party items used on Innoflight International are to be covered
by the manufacturer of the defected item. Any damaged caused by the defect item is the responsibility of the manufacturer
of the faulty item. Although Innoflight International Pty Ltd will do its best to resolve any issues that may occur on behalf of
our customers, this document advises Innoflight International customers of the above information.
Please also formalise yourself with the conditions of use documents provided in the above Google Drive link. These
conditions of use documents are legally binding upon Innoflight International receipt of payment from purchaser.
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Registration / Customer Portal
Every SL-800 system must be registered to activate the warranty as well as access associated documents and software
required to operate the SL-800. First time users will need to register an account to access the portal. Customer Portal Link

Once you have registered an account you will see along the top of the browser various options now available. Within the
customer portal is the flight data logger, manuals, software, training assistance and warranty documents.
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Register new device
When purchasing a new aircraft, it is a requirement to register the device within the Innoflight portal, this applies to ALL
Innoflight International Pty Ltd aircraft. The registration process only saves the information you share, all Innoflight
platforms are “off grid” and we do not collect or send any data from the system.

Flight Logger
As with manned/crewed aircraft it is important to keep accurate flight logs and records during the lifetime of an unmanned
vehicle. Innoflight has made this process easy within our customer portal platform, not only for Innoflight aircraft but also
other aircraft you may have in your company fleet.
We recommend keeping a hard copy for infield use and back up. Once you have returned to the office you can then upload
the data into the portal and save all completed flights. Innoflight will have access to the total flight time within our internal
system allowing us to send out reminders for any service times approaching.
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Print and export flight data, at any stage you can print out the full flight log history as a printable document, PDF or CSV file.

Training
Full access to Innoflight and LiDARUSA training videos
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Travel case
SL-800 transport case features a cube shaped case with internal foam support to house the GCS, RPAS, associated tools and
any additional supporting field equipment. The SL-800 including transport case is designed to be compact and lightweight
to conform to commercial airline transport standards allowing easy domestic and international travel.

Length

Width

Height

Weight (inc RPAS)

600mm
(23.6”)

600mm
(23.6”)

650mm
(25.5”)

28kg
(61lbs)
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SL-800 Standard Contents:
Item
Case
SL-800 RPAS
Assembly Tool
GCS Eco

Standard

🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸

GCS Pro
GCS Pro Dual
Parachute Recovery System
Software/Manuals

🗸
🗸

Hybrid Power Source
Battery Tray (inc attachments)
Batteries
FPV Camera
Laser Terrain sensor
HDMI Video Link

Optional

🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸
🗸
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Specifications
Item

Specification

Span

1.48m

Configuration

Coaxial X8

Dry weight

7.35kg – 9.0kg (dependant on optional components)

MTOW

21.5kg (47lbs)

Construction

Carbon Fibre, Aluminium, Nylon Carbon fibre matrix

Max Windspeed

25km/h, 7m/s, 16mph

IP

Endurance

IP55 Rated Electric Motors
SL-800 IP55 compliant (Not certified)
IP53 GCS
15 – 90minutes dependant on payload and power source

Max Tested Survey Speed

12m/s

Propellor Size

28” Carbon Fibre folding

Payload
Recommended Batteries

Integrated dampened quick release dovetail mount up to
6kg (13lb) payload weight.
16,000mah – 30,000mah

Autopilot

INF Jupiter Plus – M

Climb Rate

Assent 4m/s, Descent -2m/s

Height Source

Laser, Barometric Pressure, GPS

Failsafe

Battery Low, Lost Link, Geofence

GCS

INF Eco, INF Pro, INF Pro Duo (Windows™ OS)

External Power

50v XT60 (optional regulator to 5v,12v,24v)

Communications

S.BUS, Serial, TTL, RS232

RPAS interface

Lemo 0B, XT60, XT90, USB-C

Parachute

SKYCAT X68 + SUL-84 20kg

Hybrid Power

2400watt Gasoline/Lithium Polymer Hybrid generator

Laser Terrain Detection

15m/ 4m/s Navigation, 15m-100m Detection (m=AGL)

Redundancy

FPV

-

Dual motors and Electronic Speed controllers
Dual IMU
Dual Input power Supply
Backup Battery for Autopilot power
Flight Control Failsafe’s
Optional Recovery Parachute

AV/HDMI Camera (GCS Pro, GCS Pro Dual compatible only)
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SL-800 RPAS Description

Item No.

Description

[1]

SL-800 RPAS Main Body

[2]

Carbon Fibre Battery Tray

[3]

Landing Gear Tubes

[4]

Folding Arm Joint

[5]

28” Carbon Fibre Propellor

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Main Motors
Laser Terrain Sensor
LiDAR GNSS Stand
Flight Control GPS/Magnetometer
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SL-800 Dimensions
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Ground Control Station (GCS)
The SL-800 is available with 3 GCS options, GCS Eco, GCS Pro, GCS Pro Dual. All GCS options operate with touch screen
Windows ™ Operating Systems and Innoflight International proprietary Flight Planning software i-GCS.
The GCS is a stand-alone, handheld system that allows the PIC (Pilot In Command) full control of the SL-800 and associated
mission planning. The GCS Eco, Pro and Dual are all lithium polymer battery powered systems that provided 2-4h
endurance on internal battery. All GCS systems can have external power connected to extend the battery duration if
needed.
When charging the GCS Eco, GCS Pro or GCS Dual the system should never be left unattended. Lithium Polymer should be
always treated with caution and constantly monitored during the charging process.

GCS Eco
The GCS Eco comes standard with the SL-800.
Item

Specification

Duration

4 hours

Operation Systems

Touch Screen Windows™ (8” 350CCD Screen)

Frequency

900-915MHz

Charging / Battery

USB-C 5v / 5000mah 3.7v Internal

Range

5km LOS

Weight / Dimensions

1kg / 300x160x40mm

IP Rating

IP53

USB

1x USB2.0

Video Link

Not Compatible
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Item

Description

1

SL-800 GCS Eco

2

900MHz 2dbi Antenna

3

Navigation Switch

4

2-Axis Joystick (Left/Right ,Forward/Back)

5

Windows ™ Touch Screen Tablet, Flight Planner/monitor

6

2-Axis Joystick (Altitude Up/Down, Yaw Left/Right)

7

Return to Home (RTL)

8

Attitude/GPS Momentary Button

GCS Eco Operation
Charging – The GCS Echo is charged via the provided USB-C charger. Connect the USB-C to the left side of the GCS to begin
charging. Charging is indicated by a flashing red LED on the front face of the Windows™ Tablet. To check the amount of
charge in the GCS turn on the windows tablet and check the remaining power percentage displayed by windows. Additional
field power can be provided by connecting a high-power laptop USB charge bank (not included).

Powering on – To power on the GCS Eco press and hold the power button on the left front face on the GCS for 3 seconds
until the GCS has an audible beep and the red backlight of the power button remains luminated. To power on the flight
planning tablet firmly press the top left tablet button until windows bootup begins. When connecting a USB storage device
or mouse the main GCS power must be on to allow USB connection to the Windows ™ Tablet.
Powering Off – Press and hold the main power button for 3 seconds until the audible beep and red LED backlit power
switch powers off. Shutdown of the tablet can be achieved by doing a windows shutdown to completely shut the tablet
down or by pressing the tablet power button to put the system to sleep mode.
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GCS Pro & GCS Dual
The SL-800 GCS Pro and GCS Dual has the same operating procedures, the difference between the GCS Pro and GCS Dual is
that the GCS Pro features a secondary screen for dedicated video feed.
The GCS Pro and GCS Dual feature multifrequency communications as well as a secure 1080p HDMI video link to the SL-800
FPV or payload camera installed.
Item

Specification

Duration

2-3 hours Internal. External 12v Battery available to extend
duration.

Operation Systems

Touch Screen Windows™ (10.1” 850-1000CCD Screen) i7CPU

Frequency

900-915MHz/1.4GHz/2.4GHz

Charging / Battery

Dedicated Charger, 12,000mah 12.6v Battery

Range

10km LOS

Weight / Dimensions

1.9kg / 364x190x40

IP Rating

IP53

USB

2x USB2.0

Video Link

HDMI digital 1080p Video Link
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Item
1

Description
SL-800 GCS Pro

[2]

900MHz/2.4GHz/1.4GHz 4dbi Antenna

[3]

Navigation Switch

[4]

2-Axis Joystick (Left/Right, Forward/Back)

[5]

Windows ™ Touch Screen Tablet, Flight Planner/monitor

[6]

2-Axis Joystick (Altitude Up/Down, Yaw Left/Right)

[7]

Return to Home (RTL)

[8]

Attitude/GPS Momentary Button

[9]

Hybrid Engine Control State (rotate dial)

[10]

Power Button (press and hold)

[11]

Battery RX/TX status

GCS Pro & GCS Dual Operation
Charging- The GCS Pro uses a mains power charging source into a charge jack on the bottom left corner on the GCS. On the
charging source “brick” is a Green/Red LED. When the GCS is connected to the charged the LED will be Red when charging
and green when the charge is completed. The charge status can be checked by powering on the GCS and observing along
the bottom row a series of green LEDs with percentages of charge displayed.
Powering on – To power on the GCS Pro, press and hold the main power button. While pressing the power button the 9
green LEDs along the bottom of the GCS will turn on 1 at a time until the 9th LED is luminated. Once the 9th LED is green,
release the power button and the GCS will remain powered on. The windows ™ tablet will also automatically boot up
during this process.
Powering off – To power off the GCS Pro, shutdown all programs open and press and hold the main power button until the
green LEDs all power off and the windows™ tablet shuts down.
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GCS Switches and Functions
The GCS has 5 main switches. Use the figures below to reference each switch and description of functionality.

GCS ECO (Above)

GCS Pro / GCS Pro Dual (Above)

Switch 3
Navigation, switch 3 is a 3-position switch. In the 1st and 2nd position (from fully up) the switch is inactive. In the 3rd (down
position), the SL800 will enter Navigation mode and start to autonomously fly the waypoint mission loaded into the SL800.
If a mission is not uploaded in the SL800, then the switch will be inactive even in this position.
Joystick 4
Joystick 4 is a 2-axis joystick to control the lateral control of the SL800 proportionately. Pushing the joystick left and right
will bank the SL800 and cause it to travel in a sideways direction. Pushing the joystick forward and back will cause the SL800
to travel forward and back, be cautious of excessive control when close to people/obstacles or the ground not to “overcontrol”.
Joystick 6
Joystick 6 is a 2-axis joystick to control the Altitude (up/down) and Yaw (left/right) control of the SL800 proportionately.
Altitude control, this control is a spring centring joystick that adjusts the ascent and descent of the SL800 with proportional
control. When the joystick returns to the centre position, the SL800 will hold height. Pushing the slider up (above centre)
the SL800 will start to climb, the further up the slider is raised the faster the SL800 will climb/ascend. Lowering the slider
below centre will cause the SL800 to drop/descend, the further down from centre the faster the SL800 will descend. Note:
when on the ground during landing the slider MUST be held fully down until the rotor RPM decreases. When taking off the
slider MUST be held above 75% to take off.
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Yaw control, this control is also spring centring switch that adjusts the left and right yaw of the SL800 with proportional
control. When the switch returns to the centre position the SL800 will fly in the direction you stop. Pushing the slider up
(above centre) the SL800 will start to climb, the further up the slider is raised the faster the SL800 will climb/ascend.
Switch 7
Return To Home, switch 7 is a 3-position switch. In the 1st and 2nd position (from fully up) the switch is inactive. In the 3 rd
position (down position) the switch will engage RTL mode, this will set the autopilot mode to return to the take-off
location. Switching back to the 1st position will cancel the RTL mode. If changing the switch from RTL to the 1st position (inactive) does not work the SL800 maybe in a battery or failsafe mode, see switch 8 as well as page 49 of this operating
manual.
Button 8
Autopilot Off Button, this button when pressed toggles the autopilot mode from GPS Lock to Attitude mode. If the SL800 is
in a battery or failsafe Return To Land (RTL) mode when pressing this button for 1 second, the mode will change from GPS
to Attitude and disengage the autonomous control allowing the pilot to regain full control with the GCS. Button 8 is a
momentary button and will ONLY engage attitude mode if pressed down and held. When the button is released, the
autopilot will re-engage GPS Lock mode and will continue the action it was undertaking before the button was pressed.
Arming Procedure
The term “Arming, Arm or Armed” refers to the Flight Control state of engaging the main motors for flight. Like arm the
term “Disarm or Disarmed” refers to the Flight Controller disengaging the main motors and shutting them down.
Take-off: Move the control stick 4 and 6 simultaneously down and into opposing corners (refer image below). This action
will arm the SL-800 for take-off. Once the SL-800 is armed the 8 motors will spin at an idle speed for 10 seconds, during this
10 second period the PIC must raise the Altitude control (Item 6, Joystick) above 50% for the SL-800 to begin the take-off
process. If the PIC does not raise the altitude control to above 50% the SL-800 Flight Control system will terminate the take
off. If the take-off is terminated due to time out the PIC will need to repeat the arming process above.
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Flight Planning
The SL-800 utilizes a common protocol for flight planning and telemetry data communications. This allows multiple flight
planning software packages to be used. We only recommend and support our own software, ‘i-GCS’. However, we do have
a modified version of the open-source software, Mission Planner that can be provided upon request.
The flight planning software “i-GCS” and autopilot interface tools can be downloaded and installed from Google Drive or via
the customer portal on our website. Links to the google drive file locations are: Software
You will need to download 4 programs/tools to operate the SL-800:
Tool
i-GCS
Jupiter Autopilot USB Driver
Jupiter Autopilot Software
INF Log Tool

Before connecting the autopilot to the GCS tablet, it is important to download and install the USB driver to enable the autopilot
device to be recognised. All software for Innoflight RPAS systems is only compatible with Windows™ operating systems.

i-GCS
i-GCS is designed to control all autonomous vehicles fitted with the Innoflight Jupiter series autopilots.
Calibration/configuration of the autopilot system is not possible through this software and must be done via separate
software that connects directly to the autopilot hardware.

Installation
To install i-GCS you will need to copy or download the installer to the Windows based computer you will be flight planning
or operating the SL-800 from and/or a separated computer for flight planning in the office. Run the installer as
administrator and follow the prompts to complete the install.

General Setup
After installation is complete you are required to change the i-GCS settings to your preferences. This is a very user-friendly
process allowing easy use and customization to meet customer preferences.

To locate “General Setup” select
the symbol at the top left of the main page. This will display the INF logo with 3
options below, “General Setup”, “Parameter Setup” and “RTK Setup”.
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Select the “General Setup” menu, another window will appear with options to change the values. Select the values desired
and close the window by clicking “x” the values will save automatically.

Telemetry Data
You are required to customize the telemetry and system options to your preferences. Below is a guide based on the
recommended settings for operating the SL800.
On the right side of I-GCS located below the HUD is the telemetry options from the SL800, it is possible to add/delete these
values as well as add additional options and change the order of the telemetry data displayed.
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Telemetry Data
To add or change the values displayed, right click one of the telemetry data values. A box will appear with the options to
“Add Info” and “Delete Info”. In the image above, you will see the recommended telemetry data to operate the SL-800
aircraft and maintain important data observations in flight.
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Connection to SL-800
To connect the SL-800 to i-GCS, locate the red “Disconnected” icon, click this to bring up the connection dialog box if it is
not already visible. Using the drop down you will need to select the correct COM port to establish a connection to the SL800. Once connected the telemetry values will change to reflect the SL800 data being transmitted.

GCS Connection COM ports
GCS
GCS Eco
GCS Pro
GCS Pro Dual

COM Port
Silicon Labs
COM6
COM6

Flight Planning
Planning mission with I-GCS allows simple to complicated missions to be planned with ease. On the right side of I-GCS, the

tools required to plan missions are set out vertically. To begin planning a mission select the “Create” Icon
enter the mission planning screen.

, this will
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Plotting flight plan area
To outline the area to be flown select the “Place area point” Icon
, the first point clicked will drop a “home” point
(this can be moved around by dragging the ‘H’ icon). After the home point has been set, move your curser to a location on
the map that would be on the boundary of the flight area. Drop a pin by single clicking your mouse or touching the screen
(if you have a touch sensitive screen), then move to the next point and repeat. You will find a boundary poly line will start
to be drawn as you add more pins. The outline can be altered by dragging the pins to edit the selected flight area.

Loading .KML
I-GCS supports .KML files to set the flying area for the mission. To load the .KML file click “Load Area” and select the file to
be loaded.
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Grid Planning
Once the area to be flown has been established the grid planning can be added. Select the “Grid Planning” icon
begin grid planning. A new window will populate to allow the grid options to be selected.

to

Adjusting Grid parameters
The following steps will depend on the payload being used. The height and overlaps are fully adjustable to allow users to
set the desired side lap, forward lap and height required to conduct the survey and collect accurate data. On the left side of
the screen the parameters are located to edit the plan. Select the “Camera”
options.

tab to change the parameter

Camera settings
If you know the camera settings for your payload it is possible to add the focal length, sensor width and sensor height. This
allows the automatic settings for percentage side lap and forward lap to be calculated depending on the height selected.
Shutter speed
To set the shutter speed (time between camera triggers) the “Photo Overlap” value can be adjusted. The shutter interval
time in seconds will be displayed live while the percentage overlap is being adjusted. If the shutter interval time is too low,
then the camera buffer may block, and the camera will not be able capture images. For example, most Sony cameras
cannot trigger faster than 1.1 seconds, therefor while flight planning you would not go below to 1.2 seconds, this will give
the camera buffer time to continue taking images.
Route Angle
The Route Angle value sets the angle of flight path for the entire grid.
Route Width
Using the Route Width value will adjust the space between each run/leg.
Safe Area Width
Adjusting the Safe Area Width value sets a border inside or outside (.KML) the plotted flight area.
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Hold Time
To set a delay at each way point the Hold Time value can be set. Adjusting this value will set a time delay for the SL800 to
stop at each individual waypoint.
Flight Speed
Set the flight speed of the SL800. The flight speed specifications for the SL800 is 0.5 meters per second (m/s) to 15 meters
per second (m/s). Operating over 15m/s is not permitted inside standard operating specifications.
Altitude
Set the altitude to be flown
Camera trigger distance
As well as shutter time it is also possible to set the distance between images as a set distance.
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Completing flight planning
Once the grid settings have been established, click the confirmation tick
to set the grid path. It is now possible to
save the waypoints or write the way points to the SL800 autopilot. It is recommended to save the waypoints at this time to
avoid losing any flight planning work completed. With I-GCS connected to the SL800 it is important to write the waypoints
to the autopilo. Click the “Create”

icon again to close the flight planning page and return to the home page.

Additional I-GCS information
Loading Pre-existing Missions
It possible to load pre planned flights using the “Load waypoints” option. This will open a windows folder browser, navigate
to the selected waypoints file and select the file. The pre-planned mission will load and will be able to be written to the SL800. The same process can be followed with opening pre-planned area files. Select the “Load Area” option. This will open a
windows folder browser, navigate to the .poly file and select the file. The pre-planned polygon will populate.
Read Waypoints
Read waypoints allows the waypoints stored on the SL800 to be read back to the flight planner. The waypoints can only be
read if the SL800 power has not be cycled, the SL800 will only store the last written waypoint file. When re powered the
waypoint file will be cleared from the autopilot.
Measure Tool
Located on the left vertical tool tab is the “Measure”
two points dropped on the map.

icon. Setting points on the map will show the distance between

Map Centring Tool
To reposition the maps so that the home point is centred on the screen click the “Centre”

icon.

Camera Trigger

To test the Camera before take of select the
flight controller.

icon. This function is only available to cameras connected directly to the

Flight Planning .txt
When using i-GCS, it is possible to create flight plans using a TXT file and loading the file into the flight planning software to
create a mission. The Flight Controller uses MAVlink protocol for flight planning. When creating a TXT file mission there are
certain commands that must be added to complete the data required to create complete mission. Using this method for
flight planning is an exceptional function for certain situations but the user must follow the manual for creating these
correctly. Incorrect flight planning can cause the SL-800 to follow incorrect commands/functions and could result in loss of
control.
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Above is a complete flight plan .txt file opened and edited with Notepad ++

MAVlink Commands
In column 3 is the command field. These are what set the command for the autopilot. Each command is defined by a
number, below each number is itemized with its associated command:

CODE

COMMAND

22

Take Off

178

Mission Speed

16

Waypoint

20

Go to Mission Home Point

206

Camera Shutter

Creating Mission File
When creating the .txt file the first two commands much be Take Off (22) and Mission Speed (178) in order. After these two
fields are added the Mission Waypoints (16) can be added. To complete the file the last command must be Go to Mission
Home (20).
If the mission requires a Camera Shutter Command (206) this can be added after the Mission Speed command.

Mission Speed
Setting the Mission Speed (178) value as pictured above does not require a position. The value in the 5 th column sets the
Mission Speed in meters per second. In the above image the speed has been set to 5m/s as indicated by the value
5.000000. The 2nd column must be set to 0 and the 4th column 1.000000.

Take Off
Take Off (22) does not require any position but does require an altitude value in the 10th column. The altitude is in meters,
pictured above the altitude value is set to 50.00 / 50m.
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Waypoint
Each Waypoint (16) is a set position that the SL800 will fly to. The waypoint value requires a position and height value. A
waypoint requires the value 3 to be added to the 2nd column. If the waypoint is to be set as a home point the value in the
1st column must be set to 1 and the value in the 2nd column must be set to 0, a home point does not require an altitude.

Go to Mission Home
At the completion of a waypoint mission for the SL800 to return to a home location the Go to Mission Home (20) must be
added. If this value is not added the SL800 will arrive to the last waypoint and remain hovering until control is taken back by
the pilot.

Camera Shutter
To create a flight plan for photogrammetry the mission may require a photo command. This can be added to the flight
plane with the command 206. Camera trigger (206) will send a command to the autopilot to trigger the camera at a certain
interval, the interval must be added to the 4th column and set to meters.

The above TXT file shows the Camera Shutter command (206) added at an interval of 55.43999m. The Camera Shutter
command can be added before and after a waypoint value to stop capturing images at the end of each mission leg.

Loading the TXT file
Once the file has been created it will need to be loaded into the flight planning software to be converted to a waypoint file
for the autopilot to read. After the file has been loaded it can be written directly to the autopilot and flown or saved as a
WAYPOINTS file. It is possible to open a WAYPOINTS file using Notepad++.
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SL-800 Assembly
The SL-800 comes prebuilt and fully tested, the system is then stored in the SL-800 travel case. There are 5 main components
to the SL-800 assembly listed below.
Item No.

Part

[1]

SL-800 RPAS Main Body

[2]

Battery Tray

[3]

SL-800 RPAS Landing Gear

[4]

Parachute System (Optional)

[5]

Ground Control Station (Eco, Pro, Pro Dual)

The SL-800 comes in different configurations as mentioned on page 17 of this operating manual. Some of the information
may not be relevant to your specific SL-800 depending on what options you have elected to purchase.
SL-800 RPAS Description

Item No.

Description

[1]

SL-800 RPAS Main Body

[2]

Carbon Fibre Battery Tray

[3]

Landing Gear Tubes

[4]

Folding Arm Joint

[5]

28” Carbon Fibre Propellor

[6]

Main Motors
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SL-800 Motor Arms
After removing the airframe from the case, place the SL-800 on a flat cleared surface or the lid of the SL-800 travel case. One
by one, lift the arm tube [1], which will pivot from the main body until the tube is level with the top of the main body. Whilst
holding the tube in this position, push the Tube locking clamps [2] forward towards the body and screw in a clockwise
direction until firm. Continue this process until all 4 motor arms are secured.

SL-800 Landing Gear
The SL-800 has 4 20mm OD landing gear legs, the legs have a rubber footing at one end and bare carbon tube at the other.
On the SL-800 main body is a CNC mount located on the bottom plate near the folding arm mechanism. To install the
landing gear tubes carefully slide each leg into the mating tube mount and tighten the clamp screws [1] with the INF
assembly tool to secure the tube in place. The tubes can install in any of the 4 mounting fixtures.
Warning:
Do not over tighten the clamp screws, over tightening can cause the lightweight
landing tubes to crush and/or crack.

Propellors
The SL-800 has eight (8) 28” carbon fibre propellors. During transport the propellors are folded back to reduce the footprint
and allow the SL-800 to pack into the travel case. When assembling the SL-800 for flight the prop halves should be unfolded
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to the blades are as close to perpendicular as possible. Take note that there is no damage to the propellors during this
process and that all 8 props have similar tensions.
Warning:
If the propellors have damage or are extremely lose, do not fly.

Payload attachment
The SL-800 has an integrated payload mount that is dampened for payloads 1.0 – 6.0kg. The payload mount is a quick
release dovetail to allow full quick connection of all LiDARUSA payloads. Custom payload mounts may be provided as
requested to allow for unique integrations.
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SKYCAT Recovery Parachute
The SL-800 can be equipped with an optional SKYCAT X68 parachute system using the SKYCAT 84”-SUL parachute canopy.
The Parachute is rated for 20kg MTOW and activated using a short wire fuse that when activated releases a high-power
spring to eject the canopy out of the X68 parachute launcher. As of August 2021, all Galaxy and ScanLift-800 aircraft will
only integrate with the SKYCAT parachute recovery systems unless otherwise requested. The SKYCAT system is not
modified in any way and installed under the manufacturers guidance from SKYCAT directly. Below is a guide on using the
system with the SL-800 series of aircraft, it does not override the advice given by SKYCAT and their associated documents.
It is the responsibility of the PIC or support crew to ensure there are no defects and the parachute is installed and tested
correctly before each flight.
For information on the X68 parachute: https://www.SKYCAT.pro/shop/SKYCAT-x68
For all SKYCAT related documents including arming and packaging the parachute: https://www.SKYCAT.pro/downloads-1
The SKYCAT parachute does not need to be removed each day and may remain in the armed state inside the X68 launcher
unless activated or airing out for 3 monthly canopy drying maintenance cycles.
The parachute deployment is activated autonomously from the flight control sensors of the SL-800. In the event of loss of
control outside nominal parameters the SL-800 flight controller will self-activate the parachute to arrest the rapid decent.
Parameter

Degree/ Descent

Roll

Exceed 90 degrees

Pitch

Exceed 90 degrees

Descent

Uncontrolled descent >6m/s >0.5seconds

The SKYCAT is attached to the side of the SL-800 to provide maximum protection to your valuable payloads. If the
parachute is activated the SL-800 will descend in a sideways attitude with the first impact point being the lightweight
carbon fibre propellor followed by the main motors. This is intentional to provide protection the payload and minimise any
potential damage to the payload installed.

Descent Speeds
Below data provided by SKYCAT
Weight

Descent Speed

12kg (SL-800 + Batteries)

5.0m/s

13kg (1kg payload)

5.2m/s

14kg (2kg payload)

5.4m/s

15kg (3kg payload)

5.6m/s

16kg (4kg payload)

5.8m/s

17kg (5kg payload)

5.9m/s

18kg (6kg payload)

6.0ms

19kg (7kg payload)

6.2m/s
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SKYCAT Installation
The SKYCAT launcher is secured vertically to the side of the main body using various carbon fibre 3D printed mounts. The
heavy-duty shock cord is secured to the side using clips and is then attached to the SL-800 body using a heavy-duty positive
locking metal clip. It is essential that this cord is always secured in a way that it cannot come lose and interfere with the
propellers at any stage during flight.
The SUL-84 canopy is left inside the X68 launcher unless removed for scheduled maintenance or activated, the parachute is
a snug fit and should not come lose during flight.
The parachute power and data connection are to the underside of the SL-800. The main power connection joins the XT60 of
the parachute to the XT60-50v of the SL-800. The data connection connects to the SL-800 Lemo 0B data port.

Pre-Flight Test
Power the SL-800 with both flight batteries and connect to the GCS before conducting the below process to test the
parachute system.
Before conducting flights, it is essential that the parachute system is tested to ensure correct installation of the parachute
system. Integrated into the electronics housing of the SL-800 SKYCAT parachute is a secondary green LED located below the
power LED. This green LED will luminate when the parachute is activated. To conduct the test, make sure that the XT60
arming plug [7] is NOT connected to the parachute then rotate the SL-800 90 degrees, and observe that the green LED is
luminated. After confirmation of this test the SL-800 must have the power cycled to cancel the parachute failsafe mode.

Before taking off
Once the pre-flight test is completed the XT60 arming plug must be reconnected to activate the parachute fuse if it is
deployed. If the plug is not connected the fuse power is not connected to the launcher and the parachute fuse cannot
release the spring to deploy the parachute.
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Hardware Description

Item No.

Description

[1]

X68 Carbon Launcher Tube

[2]

Parachute Power LED indicator

[3]

Test fire LED indicator

[4]

Electronics casing

[5]

SL-800 Connector

[6]

XT60 Parachute Arming Connector

[7]

XT60 Arming Arming Plug
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Item No.

Description

[1]

SUL-84 Parachute canopy

[2]

Parachute fabric sleeve

SKYCAT Maintenance
SKYCAT recommends that the parachute is removed every 3 months to allow the parachute canopy to dry out any
moisture. Remove the parachute from the X68 launcher and unfold the SUL-84, hang the SUL-84 parachute in a dry area to
allow the fabric to dry out any moisture. Re-fold the parachute as per the guidance provided by SKYCAT in the above links.
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Battery System and MTOW
The SL-800 is designed to be used with dual 6 cell 25-volt lithium polymer batteries, they are connected to XT90 plugs
mounted to each side of the aircraft and connected in a series circuit to make 50 volts.
The SL800 total payload plus battery weight must not exceed the specified weight listed below. Overloading the SL800
payload can add additional load to the electronic and mechanical components and result in overheating.

Battery Installation System
The battery tray attaches to the main body with 2 M5 thumb bolts. The 2 thumb bolts provide redundancy should one not
be installed correctly. There is added security with the batteries connected as the battery tray cannot slide out of the front
hold down because the XT90 connectors restrict the travel. The two main batteries are attached the carbon plate with 2
Velcro straps.

SL800 MTOW <21.5kg
The SL-800 Ranges between 7.4kg and 9.0kg. The recommended batteries are 25,000mah 10C HV x2 at a weight of 2.5kg
each, totally 5.0kg battery weight.
SL-800 7.4kg plus batteries:
= ((21.5-7.4)-5.0) =9.1kg Payload
SL-800 9kg plus batteries:
= ((21.5-9.0)-5.0) = 7.5kg Payload

Recommended Batteries
SL-800
●
●

Capacity – 12,000-30,000mah x2
Voltage – 6s (6 cells) 22.2volts
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Landing Voltages
While operating the SL-800 series of unmanned aircraft it is necessary to monitor the aircraft voltage throughout the
duration of the flight. It is advised to approach landing voltages cautiously and monitor the number of milliamps that is
charged back into the battery after each flight and log what the landing voltage was.
The SL-800 uses Lithium-Polymer chemistry, shown below is a graph showing the voltage curve of a single Lithium-Polymer
cell under no load. We do not recommend ever going below 3.65v per cell under load. The battery percentage remaining
after a flight should be no less than ten percent (10%).

The recommended landing voltages for the SL-800 are:
-

43.7v Consider returning home to land
43.5v Begin landing as soon as safely possible
43.0v Land immediately
Never fly below 10% battery remaining

Warning:
One of the most common unmanned aircraft accidents is from poor battery management. Although
the autopilot does have built in precautions to assist the PIC, we recommend extreme care when
monitoring battery voltage in flight.

Sl-800 Battery Connection
The Batteries are secured using a Velcro hook and loop strap that holds them to a solid carbon plate. Once the batteries are
strapped in place connect each battery to the corresponding XT90 plug mounted on the main body sides. When connecting
the XT90 to the SL-800 always confirm the plug is pushed in firmly. Failure to push the plug all the way in could result in a
loss of power to the entire system including the parachute.

Warning:
Overtime with general use XT90 connectors can become “lose” due to the gold-plated bullet
connectors compressing. Always check that they bullet connectors are a tight fit. If the connectors
become lose over time carefully expand the bullet connectors.
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Battery Charging
The batteries should be charged as per the manufacture’s specifications, lithium polymer batteries should always be charged
with caution and never left unattended. The recommended SL-800 batteries should be charged at 1C only. The SL-800 uses
two lithium batteries per flight pack. The batteries should be labelled and matched in pairs for the duration of the batterie
packs lifespan.
When the lithium polymer batteries are not in use for a period of more than 3 days the batteries should be stored at a storage
voltage of 3.85v per cell.
Battery

Charge Current

Full Voltage

Time

6S 25,000mah HV LiPo

25amp

26.1v

40-60minutes

Warning:
NEVER leave batteries charging unattended. Flight batteries or GCS

Redundant Power System
The SL-800 has an integrated redundant power system (RPS). The RPS is designed to provide a redundant power supply to
the autopilot and parachute system. If the main power supply to the autopilot was lost RPS will continue to supply power
to activate the parachute in an emergency landing.
RPS is self-charging when engaged, it is run via a 350mah NiMH battery. The RPS battery can power the autopilot for 15
minutes before being depleted.

Using RPS
After connecting the main batteries to the SL-800 wait approximately 5 seconds for the autopilot to complete the initial
start-up procedure. To engage RPS press the silver button located on the side of the main body. The switch LED will
illuminate indicating RPS is on, the button will also remain depressed while in the on position.
After the completion of a flight, remove the main battery XT90 connection. To confirm RPS is activate and working the
autopilot will remain powered even with the main batteries removed. Press the RPS button again to shut down the SL-800,
the LED will turn off indicating the system has shutdown.

RPS Maintenance
RPS uses a small self-charging 350mah NiMH battery. NiMH is a very stable battery technology that requires little
maintenance. If the SL-800 has been stored for over one month it is recommended that when first powered on (main
batteries connected), that the RPS is engaged for 15minutes before commencing the flight. The 15-minute runtime will
allow the RPS to self-charge to a suitable voltage.
To check RPS is working correctly, power on the SL-800 with main batteries, engage RPS. Wait a few seconds and remove
the main battery connection, while RPS is engaged the SL-800 will remain powered confirming RPS is engaging correctly.
Warning:
RPS should be checked before every flight to ensure that RPS is correctly
functioning as a system redundancy.
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Hybrid Power Source (HPS)
The SL-800 can attach our patent pending Hybrid power source and extend the flight endurance to 120+ minutes. The SL800HPS is a quick release add-on that allows the customer to quickly change from the standard SL-800 all Electric aircraft to
the SL-800 Electric Hybrid in a matter of minutes. The SL-800 is the only system to offer this unique ability and customer
platform to conform to individual jobs.
The SL-800 HPS is a Gasoline/Electric solution that uses two smaller batteries for high current peaks and as a safety margin
should the gasoline engine stop during flight. The gasoline engine is a 2-stroke gasoline engine that operates using 95-98
octane Petroleum fuel with a 50:1 synthetic 2-stroke oil mixture. Innoflight only recommends and provides Redline
Synthetic oil.

Attaching the HPS
Information coming in next revision.

Centre of Gravity adjustment
The SL-800HPS features a patent pending adjustable engine mount and payload damper. Engine moves along carbon rails
to set the perfect centre of gravity insuring safe operational loads during flight.

Starting HPS
Information coming in next revision.

Stopping HPS
Information coming in next revision.

In-Flight Monitoring
Information coming in next revision.

Emergency Procedures
Information coming in next revision.
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Laser Terrain Sensor
The SL-800 can be purchased with an optional Laser Terrain Sensor or have this sensor installed at a later stage if the
customer decides to upgrade. The laser can be used for navigation at speeds below 4m/s and at an altitude of under 20m
AGL. The laser will operate to 90m AGL but only as a live relative height indicator. The Laser is useful as a verification on
true height above ground terrain level when flying autonomous barometric or GPS height missions over various terrain
changes.
Warning:
Do not fly below 20m AGL when using Laser as a height source over water as the Laser uses LiDAR
technology. LiDAR can have false returns over water sending incorrect height information to the
Autopilot.
Warning:
Operating over extreme height changes can cause the SL-800 to ascend and decent erratically as the laser
detects changing heights rapidly. Example: Flying over trees with the laser set as the height source.

Laser Terrain Telemetry
To View the height data from the Laser Terrain sensor you will need to add the telemetry value to the i-GCS main screen
following the add data process in the i-GCS section of this manual. If using the Laser as a height source for flight the Flight
Controller/Autopilot height source will need to be changed from the default Baro to Laser/mmWave.
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Item No.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Function
Terrain Height Telemetry i-GCS
Height Source Selection for Flight Controller/ Autopilot
Laser reading from Flight Controller/ Autopilot

First Person View Camera
The SL-800 can be purchased with a FPV (first person view) wide angle camera installed. This option is only available to
customer with the GCS Pro or GCS Pro Dual systems and the GCS Eco does not currently support HDMI video link.

Video Stream Connection
INF uses the program VLC to stream the live video data from the aircraft. To stream the data, you will need to open the VLV
program on the GCS and select “Media” then the “Stream” option. Once in the stream menu select “Network” and enter
the URL: rtsp://192.168.168.13:554/stream0

Payload Camera Stream
The SL-800 can use the above process to stream live payload video from Thermal sensors, RGB Camera for inspection or
photogrammetry applications. The above connection process is identical.
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Autopilot/Flight Controller System
The SL-800 features a commercial grade 6 axis autopilot/flight controller system (Jupiter Plus), the autopilot has many
configurations that can be adjusted to customise the parameters to accommodate the end user requirements. Always use
caution when changing the settings from the default value and communicate with your distributer for advice before making
any changes.

Warning:
Changing the Autopilot/Flight Controller settings from default settings or deviating
from Innoflight advice can cause the aircraft to become uncontrollable.

Default SL-800 settings
●
●
●
●
●
●

Battery Stage 1 – 3.60v
Battery Stage 2 – 3.48v
Lost Link- 2 seconds
Lost Link Navigation- 40 seconds
Lost GPS – 30 seconds
RTL Heading - Rear

Battery Low
There are two stages to the voltage failsafe.
Stage 1
The battery low will be indicated by a red flashing LED and a warning message that will display on or i-GCS. as well as an
audible warning. To hear the audible warning ensure the volume is turned up on the computer running the i-GCS software.
Stage 2
The SL-800 will begin to return home as well as an audible warning. When Battery FS (RTL) is activated, the stage 2 failsafe
does not consider the distance from home, so it is important that cautious battery monitoring is conducted during all flights.

Battery Low Override
If at any time during the flight, stage 2 is activated automatically, the SL-800 will stop moving and climb to a minimum set
height or stay at the current height if above the threshold and begin to return to the GPS location that it took off from (RTL)
where it will begin to autonomously land. If the Pilot in Command (PIC) wishes to override the failsafe and take back control
of the flight, use the momentary AP mode (button 8) on the GCS, press this for 2 seconds to change the flight mode from GPS
lock to Attitude. This will change the flight mode from GPS lock to Attitude mode and indicate to the autopilot that the failsafe
can be disabled. Note: Return home function will not activate again after the mode change has been recorded. The Pilot must
land immediately. It is recommended in case of an emergency where landing is required, to descend in altitude to the lowest
possible height without the risk of contacting obstacles. Never let the SL800 land in RTL mode if command and control can
be established. It is always recommended to land the SL-800 in GPS mode with full control from the GCS. The RTL landing
function is only to be used if the link to the GCS is not able to be re-established during flight.
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Lost Link
If during a flight the communication link between the GCS and the SL800 is disconnected the autopilot can be configured to
delay from 0 to 120 seconds before RTL is activated. A delay is useful when flying around terrain where a failsafe may be
unsafe if activated. Using the PC interface, connect to the autopilot via USB and enter the ‘IV. RTL’ page. Here you can select
the delay value from the time the link is lost to when RTL will activate, if activated the SL-800 will return to the take off
location.

Navigation Failsafe
Like the lost link protocol, the autopilot can be configured to RTL or continue the mission. If the “None” option is selected
the SL-800 will continue the mission and fly to the mission home location set in the flight plan where it will land. Using the
“None” option is recommended when flying around terrain where an RTL would be unsafe - example, close to high trees or
terrain. Careful flight planning must be used to avoid flying missions that could exceed the battery capacity resulting in a loss
of power to the SL-800.
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GPS Lost
If during flight the GPS satellite link is lost the autopilot will delay a set time configured in the PC interface before beginning
to decent and land.

Autopilot LED status
The Jupiter autopilot LED status indicate the autopilot flight mode, errors, or calibration modes. The lights consist of Red,
Green, White, and Blue.
All Lights on

●
●

No RF Link to the GCS
IMU still in calibration mode (can take up to 30 seconds)

Green
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●
●
●
●

Solid Green: Autopilot On (GPS, NAV or RTL Mode)
Intermittent Green: Autopilot off (Attitude mode)
Flashing Green: Establishing satellite connections
Compass Calibration: Intermittent or Solid green at the completion of compass calibration (dependent on AP
switch)

Blue

●
●

Flashing Blue: No GPS satellites established
Solid Blue: Compass Calibration mode

-

Intermittent Red: Sensor Error
Flashing Red: Battery low failsafe
Solid Red: GPS not connected

Red

Green and Blue

-

Flashing Green and Blue: RTL failsafe
Solid Green and Blue (during Compass Calibration): Indicates phase one of compass calibration is completed.
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Compass Calibration
Compass Calibration will be performed as required. It is necessary to perform a compass calibration if the SL-800 has moved
more than 150 miles from its last site of compass calibration, or if the magnetic declination has changed from its last
calibration.
Warning:
Never calibrate the compass near metal objects, powerlines, or any other kind of
magnetic interference. Always check the red heading line on the i-GCS screen is correct
before taking off.

Declination
Using the Jupiter Autopilot PC Interface, connect to the autopilot via USB and navigate to the GPS page of the interface. At
the bottom of the page is the declination setting, change this value to your area’s declination.

Entering Compass Calibration Mode
Place the aircraft on level ground and turn on the GCS. This should be done outside and at least 30 meters from any metal
objects. Power on the SL-800 and wait for the Status LED/GPS Puck to flash green continuously. When conducting a compass
calibration always make sure that the parachute is disconnected by unplugging the XT60 Arming plug from the parachute.
• To enter Compass Calibration mode: Use the autopilot mode momentary switch (button 8). Press and release the
switch fast 4 times to enter calibration mode.
• The LED status will show a solid blue light when the SL800 has entered compass calibration.
• Pick up the SL-800 and, while maintaining a horizontal attitude; slowly rotate around the GPS puck with the aircraft in
the XY axis until the LED status changes to green and blue.
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• Once the LED status changes to green and blue stop horizontal rotation.

• Rotate the nose of the aircraft downward 90 degrees (nose down) then slowly rotate with the aircraft until the LED
status changes to fast flashing Green.

• Stop rotation and place the SL-800 back on the ground, wait three seconds before removing power. Remember to turn
off the RPS backup battery system to fully shutdown the SL-800 avionics.
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• Re-power the SL-800 as per normal procedure and continue with pre-flight checks.

GPS Tracking
If during flight you observe the SL-800 to be flying slightly “crabbed/angled” the calibration or declination value may need to
be adjusted. First repeat the compass calibration process, if the crabbing is still observed adjust the declination 1 degree at
a time until the flight tracking is corrected.
Warning:
If at any stage the SL-800 heading appears extremely off, over 45degrees out or erratic. Press and
hold the Autopilot momentary button (Button 8) to disable the compass, and land immediately.

Geofencing
The SL-800 Jupiter Flight Controller can enable a Geo Fence that will restrict both height and distance from take-off. The
default settings for the SL-800 is a height limit of 120m (400ft) AGL and distance limit disabled.

Altitude Limit
The maximum altitude limit is used to restrict the SL-800 to a max altitude set in the autopilot interface. If GPS (MSL) height
source is selected for flight, then it is most likely that this setting will need to be disabled as the take-off height may already
be beyond the height limit set.
Example: The height limit is set to 120m (400ft) but the take-off height is 400m (1300ft) MSL, if the autopilot height source
is set to GPS (MSL) then the take-off location is already exceeding the height limit and will not take off correctly. If the
autopilot is set to Barometric (AGL) then the height limit will work correctly as no matter where the take-off location is the
barometric height will always initialize at 0m.

Distance Limit
The Distance Limit function restricts the flight distance from take-off point to the value set in the interface. The autopilot
will not allow the aircraft to fly outside the set radius and will maintain a hover at the restricted distance.
Example: Distance limit is set to 100m (330ft) the SL-800 takes off and is flown in a straight line once it reaches a distance of
100m (330ft) the SL-800 will slow down to a hover and not fly beyond the distance even if the command from the GCS is to
keep flying.
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Take-off Procedure
Conduct a final assessment of the take-off area to ensure the environment has not changed and that there will be no new
potential hazards. If the environment has changed re-assess the take-off point’s suitability for the project and isolate any
hazards. It is recommended to take off with the heading of the SL-800 pointing directly away from you, this allows you to
react to control easily if needed.
Warning:
No Obstacles or people should be within 30m of the SL800/RPAS unless part of the flight operations.
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Item

Radius / Crew

[1]

30m Public

[2]

15m Operations Crew

[3]

RPAS

Confirm GPS Mode
To indicate the SL-800 is in GPS mode the LED will be solid green. To test the AP mode change, press and hold the
momentary AP mode switch. When pressed the LED will change to flashing green indication Attitude mode is active. When
the button is released the LED on the GPS puck will return to solid green indicating GPS lock mode is active.
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Arming/Start up

Visually check that nothing will be hit by the propellers when they start. Pull down both joysticks to the opposing bottom
corners and hold (refer image below). The LED indicator will flash white indicating start process is activated and the
propellers will start spinning. Hold the altitude control to above 50% and the SL-800 will take off. If at any time the white
LED stops flashing this indicates the start-up process has stopped, this is most likely due to the altitude control not being
increased beyond 50% fast enough.

Ascent
After take-off and at a safe altitude the PIC can either increase Altitude control past 75% to increase vertical accent speed or
Select NAV Mode if a mission has been uploaded/written to the autopilot.
Transit
If the pilot chooses to fly the SL-800 via the GCS instead of navigational waypoints, they have control over any unexpected
occurrences immediately and can navigate around any low-level obstacles. The pilot should increase flying height to achieve
a safe altitude to manoeuvre flight using the Joystick’s to guide the SL-800 in the desired direction. The SL-800 should then
be flown to an ideal location so that NAV Mode can be selected.

Navigation mode
If the pilot chooses to change to NAV Mode immediately, the SL-800 will execute a max performance vertical accent to flight
planned height, then begin the mission. If this method is chosen, once the SL-800 has reached approximately 5m altitude
change the mode from Nav back to GPS and perform an in-flight control check before enabling Nav mode again. The SL-800
will continue the loaded mission.
Once NAV Mode has been selected the pilot should simultaneously monitor the aircraft location in the real world as well as
look at the GCS to monitor the flight data telemetry.

Landing Procedure
Landing the SL-800 requires care and concentration as it is the most important part of the flight. Following the below
procedures will ensure safe landings every time.
As the SL-800 lowers toward the ground, the rate of descent (vertical velocity) must be slowed (the altitude control stick
moving closer to the centre position). This will ensure a gentle touchdown. Once the aircraft lands, immediately move the
altitude control stick on the GCS to minimum position (fully down) and hold for a minimum of 5 seconds. The autopilot will
disarm, and the motors will automatically shut down. Never change the throttle control from the lowest position until
observing a clear confirmation that the SL-800 propellers are shutting down.
Disarming will also be indicated via a disarm notification on i-GCS.
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The aircraft is capable of autonomous landing as a failsafe measure, it is not recommended to use autonomous landing for
the SL-800 for general landing practice, as the disarm protocol to ensure that the aircraft has landed takes additional time
and can result in an unstable landing or possible blade strike. We recommend that the auto landing function is only ever used
as an emergency procedure where a command link from the GCS cannot be established. The pilot should always land the SL800 in GPS Mode (recommended) to have full control of the landing process. During landing no lateral movements should be
conducted below 1.5 meters AGL off the ground. If the aircraft is below 1.5 meters and is not over the desired location the
pilot should raise the SL-800 to over 1.5 meters, move laterally and then proceed again following the recommended landing
and shutdown procedure.

Recommended landing procedure
123456789-

Decision made to start landing procedure
Start decent to landing location
Confirm landing area is clear
Check flight data on telemetry screen
Descend to 1.5m AGL
Check all flight controls including altitude raises (this will confirm not RTL is activated)
Lower the SL800 to less than 1m AGL and confirm ground is clear
Lower the altitude control slowly until touch down
Hold the altitude control all the way down immediately upon touch down, DO NOT raise the altitude control until
the SL800 has disarmed/RPM decreased
10- Continue holding the altitude control fully down until the SL-800 propellors stop

Flight Data logging
The autopilot has a solid-state internal memory, every flight log is recorded from the time the autopilot is armed and 15
seconds after being disarmed (provided the autopilot has power). The flight log provides information on all the autopilot
sensors as well as user input values, the flight log can be downloaded using the INF Log tool. This data cannot be read
by customers and must be sent to Innoflight International for full analysis.

Downloading Flight Logs
To download flight logs, disconnect power to the SL800. Open the INF log tool on the GCS tablet and connect to the
autopilot USB. The tool will self-connect and populate a list of flight logs stored on the autopilot. The logs will show the
time and date armed in UTC time.
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Select the flight you would like to download. The file will download and populate the autopilot data and different file
download options. To download the flight data, click “Raw Data (Binary)”. A window will appear asking for a save location
and file name, the file will be saved as .blog this file can then be emailed to Innoflight for analysis.

Georeferenced photolog
The same log tool can be used to download an event file that is recorded and used for photogrammetry processing. This
file records the autopilot data every time the autopilot commands a photo trigger. The data is coma denominated and
records the following information. Latitude, Longitude, Height, IMU data, Heading and GPS time stamp. To download
this file select “Georeferenced data” and save the file. A folder with open asking for save location and the file will be
saved as a TXT file.
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Autopilot log storage
The autopilot will store the data permanently until storage is full (4gb) at this time the autopilot will begin to overwrite the
oldest files. There is no guarantee that the flight log will be salvageable in the event of water or fire damage. In the event of
either of these situations it is vital to contact Innoflight immediately to remove the storage card from inside the autopilot.
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SL-800 Pre-Flight Checklist
Aircraft

 Inspect the airframe for any structural anomalies.


Check all fasteners are showing no signs of becoming lose

 Check all 8 propulsion motors spin freely and have no excess movement in the bearings.
 Folding props open with nominal friction. Ensure the blades are not lose or over tight.
 Landing gear tubes are firmly fastened to the SL-800 mounts.
 GPS stand/s are correctly aligned and free from any damage.
 Battery tray is securely latched at the front mount and both thumb bolts are installed.
 RF communications antenna attached and pointing down.
Optional Items

 Parachute is clamped firmly to the SL-800 side mount.
 Parachute is connected to the lemo 0B Connector and the main XT60 Power Connector.
 Parachute shock cord is attached to the SL-800 positive locking clip.
 Parachute SUL-84 canopy moves freely inside the X68 carbon tube to allow smooth ejection.
 Parachute XT60 arming plug is removed for pre-flight test.
 FPV Camera is in correct position and lens free from dirt/ obstructions.
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Pre-Flight Check

 Batteries are of adequate charge (50v+)
 XT90 Battery connectors are firm to connect (No sign of bullet compression).
 RPS is enabled and checked to be functioning correctly.
 Payload is attached and functioning as per the manufacturer’s suggestions.
 GCS has suitable charge to complete the mission.
 GCS is powered on and connected the SL-800.
 Parachute activation tested. Power cycle required.
 GCS re-connected to SL-800.
 All telemetry data nominal.
 Red compass heading correct relation to RPAS and real-world heading.
 Waypoint mission loaded and written to the SL-800.
 ……………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………..
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Flight

 Required permissions granted for flight location.
 Weather/ Environmental conditions within specifications of the SL-800 RPAS.
 Area clear of any magnetic objects or obstacles that may interfere with the flight controller.
 People are in safe distance locations from the SL-800 for lift off.
 Final telemetry checks complete.
In-Flight

 SL-800 is tracking correctly.
 Telemetry nominal.
 Always maintain LOS.
Landing

 SL-800 motors of acceptable temperature (warm but not hot).
 No lose fasteners.
 SL-800 is free from any defects.
 Disconnect main batteries.
 Confirm RPS is functioning.
 Shutdown RPS.
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Emergency Procedures
SL-800 crabbing on an angle.
-

Disengage Navigation mode
Hover and observe if the SL-800 will hover controllably
If the aircraft continues to have heading issues press and hold the attitude button to disable the compass data
Land immediately
Check declination is correct and perform a compass calibration

RTL activates during flight Lost Link
-

Check that the GCS telemetry data is live and there is a positive connection to the SL-800
Maintain LOS between the SL-800 and the GCS antenna
Press the attitude button for 1 second to cancel the RTL
Continue mission from the last waypoint if the issue was LOS related
Land and check the antenna and SL-800 aircraft for issue if the RTL continues to happen

RTL activates during flight Low Battery Stage 2
-

Check the GCS telemetry voltage for the SL-800 flight batteries
Press the attitude button for 1 second to cancel the battery low RTL mode
Land immediately

Parachute activation
-

Monitor the GCS screen for GPS location of landing zone
Access the SL-800 as soon as possible
Remove power to the SL-800 and payloads
Disconnect the SUL-84 parachute canopy
Notify INF and download the Autopilot log for data analysis

Disclaimer
The above checklist does not replace the full operations manual in any way. The operation manual is to be followed for all
SL-800 flights. The checklist is deigned to refresh the critical points of the manual to assist the flight crew with safely
operating the SL-800.
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FAA Part 107 Guidelines (USA)
The below information has been directly copied and pasted from:
https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=22615

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rules for small unmanned aircraft (UAS) operations
other than model aircraft – Part 107 of FAA regulations – cover a broad spectrum of commercial
and government uses for drones weighing less than 55 pounds. Here are the highlights of the
rule.
Operating requirements
When you are manipulating the controls of a drone, always avoid manned aircraft and never
operate in a careless or reckless manner. You must keep your drone within sight. Alternatively, if
you use First Person View or similar technology, you must have a visual observer always keep
your aircraft within unaided sight (for example, no binoculars). Neither you nor a visual observer
can be responsible for more than one unmanned aircraft operation at a time.
You can fly during daylight (30 minutes before official sunrise to 30 minutes after official sunset,
local time) or in twilight with appropriate anti-collision lighting. Minimum weather visibility is three
miles from your control station. The maximum allowable altitude is 400 feet above the ground,
higher if your drone remains within 400 feet of a structure. Maximum speed is 100 mph (87
knots).
You currently cannot fly a small UAS over anyone not directly participating in the operation, not
under a covered structure, or not inside a covered stationary vehicle. No operations from a
moving vehicle are allowed unless you are flying over a sparsely populated area.
You can carry an external load if it is securely attached and does not adversely affect the flight
characteristics or controllability of the aircraft. You also may transport property for compensation
or hire within state boundaries provided the drone, including its attached systems, payload and
cargo, weighs less than 55 pounds total and you obey the other flight rules. (Some exceptions
apply to Hawaii and the District of Columbia.)
You can request a waiver of most restrictions if you can show your operation will provide a level
of safety at least equivalent to the restriction from which you want the waiver.
Registration
Anyone flying under Part 107 has to register each drone they intend to operate. If your drone
weighs less than 55 lbs., you can use the automated registration system.
Pilot Certification
To operate the controls of a small UAS under Part 107, you need a remote pilot certificate with a
small UAS rating, or be under the direct supervision of a person who holds such a certificate
You must be at least 16 years old to qualify for a remote pilot certificate, and you can obtain it in
one of two ways.
•

You may pass an initial aeronautical knowledge test at an FAA-approved knowledge testing
centre.
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•

If you already have a Part 61 pilot certificate, you must have completed a flight review in the
previous 24 months and you must take a small UAS online training course provided by the FAA.
If you have a Part 61 certificate, you will immediately receive a temporary remote pilot certificate
when you apply for a permanent certificate. Other applicants will obtain a temporary remote pilot
certificate upon successful completion of TSA security vetting. We anticipate we will be able to
issue temporary certificates within 10 business days after receiving a completed application.
UAS Certification
You are responsible for ensuring a drone is safe before flying, but the FAA does not require small
UAS to comply with current agency airworthiness standards or obtain aircraft certification. For
example, you will have to perform a pre-flight inspection that includes checking the
communications link between the control station and the UAS.
Other Requirements
If you are acting as pilot in command, you have to comply with several other provisions of the
rule:

•
•

You must make your drone available to the FAA for inspection or testing on request, and you
must provide any associated records required to be kept under the rule.
You must report any operation that results in serious injury, loss of consciousness, or property
damage of at least $500.to the FAA within 10 days
Waivers and Airspace Authorizations
The FAA can issue waivers to certain requirements of Part 107 if an operator demonstrates they
can fly safely under the waiver without endangering other aircraft or people and property on the
ground or in the air. Operations in Class G airspace are allowed without air traffic control
permission. Operations in Class B, C, D and E airspace need ATC approval.
In November 2017, the FAA deployed the Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability
(LAANC – pronounced “LANCE”) for drone operators at several air traffic facilities in an
evaluation to see how well the prototype system functions and to address any issues that arise
during testing. A beta test expansion of the system began on April 30, 2018 to deploy LAANC
incrementally at nearly 300 air traffic facilities covering approximately 500 airports. The final
deployment will begin on September 13.
The FAA expects LAANC will ultimately provide near real-time processing of airspace
authorization requests for drone operators nationwide. The system is designed to automatically
approve most requests to operate in specific areas of airspace below designated altitudes.
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